COMMON GROUND PUBLISHING
16th INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON LEARNING
DIRECTIONS FROM PLENARY SESSIONS (U. OF BARCELONA HISTORICAL BUILDING – 1, 2, 3 JULY)
TO PARALLEL SESSIONS (FACULTAT DE FILOSIFIA, FACULTAT DE GEOGRAFIA I HISTORIA)
[It is ~10‐15 minutes
walking from the U.
of Barcelona
Historical Building
(plenary sessions
1‐3 July) to the
Facultat de Filosifia,
Facultat de
Geografia (parallel
sessions).]

1. Across from the
University of
Barcelona
Plaça Universitat (straight ahead from Hist. Bldg.)
To the right of Plaça Universitat
Historical Building
is the Plaça
Universitat
2. Walk across the street in front of the Historical Building, walk across the Plaça Universitat, then walk across the street on
the other side of the Plaça.
3. To the left, 2 streets branch off from the Plaça. Take the right‐most street.
4. Walk one block. You will come to the Hotel Inglaterra. Turn right.

Hotel Inglaterra

5. Walk one block (on this block, you will pass the Hotel Reding on your right and the Hotel Grupotel Gravina on your left).
6. At the end of the
block is the Plaça
Castello (Gual
Fincas and a
Cathedral are
located in the
Plaça). Turn left.

Gual Fincas on the Plaça Castello
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Cathedral on the Plaça Castello

7. Walk to the
corner of the Plaça
(the Hotel Cuitat
Vella is near the
corner). Turn right
at the signs.

The Hotel Cuitat Vella at the corner of the Plaça Castello

Signs at the corner of the Plaça Castello

8. Walk one block
(you will pass the
Hotel Meson
Castilla). Turn left
on Carrer de
Montalegre.

Carrer de Montalegre

Carrer de Montalegre

9. As you walk down this street, the building you will be walking next to
has a library in the basement (you can see this through the large
windows.) (The CCCB Building is across the street.)

CCCB Building
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10. When you come to a large gate, this is the Facultat De Filosifia,
Facultat de Geografia I Historia (there is a sign for this on the wall high
above the gate.) (This is also across from the CCCB building.) This is
where the parallel sessions are going to be held.

Facultat De Filosifia, Facultat de Geografia I Historia
(parallel sessions)

11. There will be a sign for the conference in front of the building. Walk through the gate, and through the glass entrance
doors to the right.
12. Take the elevator or stairs to the 4th floor to the conference registration desk and parallel session rooms.

MAP
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